Paper Three: Modern Depth Study
Weimar and Nazi Germany 1918-1939
This Paper is 1 hour 20 minutes long.
This Paper tests your knowledge and understanding of the Germany Depth Study.
The total number of marks for this paper is 52 (4 SPAG)
It makes up 30% of your GCSE.
In the Germany section you will answer all questions in Section A and B. Question 1 and 3a are source questions. Question 2 is a
knowledge question. Question 3b, 3c and 3d are interpretation questions.

This revision timetable provides you with suggestions as how to revise certain topics and, importantly, what exactly you should
understand from each section.
We suggest the following revision time for Germany:
Key Topic 1: 2 days
Key Topic 2: 1 day
Key Topic 3: 2 days
Key Topic 4: 1 day

Key Question 1: Was the Weimar Republic doomed
from the start?
All of the revision sessions here are aimed at helping you to answer this
key question. So, you will look at all of the problems faced by the
Weimar government and then you will look at the extent of recovery in
the late 1920s.
These events are also important in helping us to understand why, by
1933, Hitler had become Chancellor of Germany.
You don’t have to do every activity, perhaps focus on those you feel less
confident with. This is for guidance.

Germany Key Question 1: Was the Weimar Republic doomed from the start?
Session

Content

Suggested Activities

Exam practice

Session 1:
Learn & Practice

Why did the First World War leave Germany in tatters?
Germany before WW1, political, social and economic
impacts of the war
The Kaiser’s abdication, the Weimar Government and
Ebert, Armistice, Stab in the Back and the different ways in
which Germany was affected by WW1 e.g. widows and
pensions.

1. Produce a short timeline of the events surrounding the
Kaiser’s abdication and declaration of the republic
2. Read about the ‘Stab in the Back’ myth and then
annotate the ‘Stab in the Back’ cartoon using contextual
knowledge
3. Read over the different ways in which Germany was
affected by WW1 and then produce a Flash card which
reduces your reading to 6 key affects, with 3 statistics.

Explain the impact of the First World
War on Germany (12)
• Social impact
• Economic impact

How did Germany emerge from the First World War?

1. Test yourself: Give your flashcard from Session 1 to
someone at home and explain to them what is written on
it. If there is no one to test you, turn it over and teach it
to an imaginary audience.

Study Source A. Give two things you
can infer from Source A about how
well Germany was being governed in
November 1918 (4 marks).
You must give 2 inferences (what you
can learn from the source) and 2
details from the source to back them
up.
5 minutes

Left, Right, Centre: what does it all mean?
What the similarities and differences are between
nationalism, socialism, communism and fascism.
Spartacist Uprising: Who were the Spartacists, how and
when did they revolt, what were the consequences, Karl
Liebnecht and Rosa Luxembourg
Kapp Putsch: Who were the Freikorps, why did they revolt,
how, when and who had they betrayed, Wolfgang Kapp?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Study Source B. Give two things you
can infer from Source B about the
Spartacists. (4 marks)

1. How did Germany emerge from the First World War?
2. Spartacist Uprising

1. Test yourself: Without notes, produce a flashcard which
is a mini mind map of the 3 key problems faced by
Germany at the end of WW1. You MUST include the
Communist threat (Spartacist uprising) and the Kapp
Putsch and 3 precise facts about each problem.

1 hour

Session 2:
Revisit Session 1
15 minutes

Session 2:
Learn & Recap
1 hour

Session 3:
Revisit Sessions
1&2
15 minutes

Write a definition of the key beliefs of the Communists
Write a definition of the key beliefs of the Nationalists.
Write a short description of who the Freikorps were.
Produce a short timeline of the events of the Spartacist
uprising
5. Write a short paragraph explaining why the Left
(Communists) felt betrayed by the Social Democrats
(Ebert’s government)
6. Write a short paragraph explaining why Ebert felt
betrayed by the Freikorps

This needs 3 paragraphs. You must
include one point from your own
knowledge additional to the two
provided. You must have precise
detail.
15 minutes

5 minutes

Date Completed

Germany Key Question 1: Was the Weimar Republic doomed from the start?
Session

Content

Suggested Activities

Session 3:

Weimar Constitution: What were they key features
of the constitution, what were its problems?

1. Using one card per feature of the Weimar Constitution
write a short definition of the feature e.g. Proportional
Representation was…..
2. Use another card to write a short explanation of the
strengths of each feature
3. Use another card to write a short explanation of the
weaknesses of each feature
4. Shuffle your 15 cards and then sort them into 5 piles –
one per feature.
5. Write a short explanation of the weaknesses of the
Weimar Constitution, using the cards to help you.

Learn & Practice
1 Hour

Session 4:
Revisit Sessions 1, 2 &3

Proportional Representation, Article 48,
Chancellor, President, what could the States do,
Voting rights

1. How did Germany emerge from the First World
War?
2. Spartacist Uprising
3. Weimar Constitution

1. Read through the cards about the features of the
Constitution. Organise them under each feature and
decide if they were a strength or weakness.
Try to do this from memory without your notes.

Explain why the Weimar government
faced difficulties in 1919. (12)
• Weimar Constitution
• Spartacists
You must also use your own point.
15 minutes
Try to do this without your notes.

Treaty of Versailles: What were the key features of
the treaty, when was it signed, why did the Germans
hate the Treaty?

1. Watch ‘Make Germany Pay’ and make a mind map
detailing the different terms of the Treaty. Watch up to
11.07minutes.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lwf7jtxsBGA
2. In a different colour write underneath each term exactly
why the Germans didn’t like it
3. Using a third colour, draw lines between the terms to
show how they are interrelated – for example the
Reparations bill was harder to pay because of the loss of
resource rich land.
4. Annotate the cartoon ‘At the Peace Table’ to show both
your understanding of the terms and how the German
people felt about the Treaty,

How useful are Sources C and D for an
enquiry into attitudes in Germany
towards the Treaty of Versailles? Explain
your answer using Source A and B and
your knowledge of the historical context.
(8)
You must evaluate both sources. First
focus on the content, what is useful about
the content, what view does it give about
the feelings of the people? What
contextual knowledge can you use to
support it?
Then discuss the NOP of the source. How
reliable is it? Does it make it more/less
useful? Then you must make a judgement
about the usefulness of each source,
giving clear reasons. 15 minutes

20 minutes

Session 4:
Learn & Practice
1 Hour

Exam practice

Reparations, War Guilt, Armaments, Land, League
of Nations, Diktat

Date
Completed

Germany Key Question 1: Was the Weimar Republic doomed from the start?
Session

Content

Suggested Activities

Session 5:

Treaty of Versailles
Spartacist Uprising

1. Test your understanding: Without using your notes,
produce a mnemonic to help you to remember the terms
of the Treaty of Versailles. Get someone to test you on it
later on.
2. Read over your definition of the term ‘Nationalist’

Kapp Putsch; When, where, why, how were the
rebels stopped and with what consequences?

1. Write ‘Kapp Putsch’ in the middle of an A4 sheet and
around it write and complete a ‘Who, What, When,
Where and Why?’. Make sure you link to the Treaty of
Versailles.
2. Using the army quote ‘Troops do not fire on Troops’, write
a paragraph explaining why this putsch was a serious
threat to Ebert’s government. Include:- Stab in the back,
Treaty of Versailles and the German Army.
3. Write a short explanation as to why the rebels of the Kapp
Putsch were not treated as harshly as the Spartacists
rebels. Consider the political views of the judges.

Revisit Sessions 4 and 2
10 minutes
Session 5:
Learn & Practice
1 Hour

Session 6:
Revisit Sessions 1-5
15 minutes

Session 6:

Wolfgang Kapp, nationalism, putsch, the workers,
sympathetic army and judicial system, comparison
with Spartacist Uprising

Armistice and Stab in the Back
Spartacist Uprising
Weimar Constitution
Treaty of Versailles
Kapp Putsch

1. Test your understanding: Rank the following in order of
the level of threat they posed to the Weimar Republic.
Write one sentence of explanation next to the top two and
bottom one.
• Armistice and Stab in the Back, Spartacist Uprising,
Weimar Constitution, Treaty of Versailles, Kapp Putsch
Compare your view with one of your friends – do you agree?

Occupation of the Ruhr: Why did the French occupy
the Ruhr and with what consequences?

1. Watch the second part of ‘Make Germany Pay’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-7YCcZUXmw

Learn & Practice
45 minutes

Reparations, French occupation, passive resistance,
Hyperinflation and Stresemann

Complete
this
sheet

Exam practice

Explain why Germany was difficult to
govern in the years 1919-22. You may
use the following information in your
answers:
• The Treaty of Versailles
• The Kapp Putsch (12)
You must also use information of your
own
15 minutes

Date Completed

Germany Key Question 1: Was the Weimar Republic doomed from the start?
Session

Content

Suggested Activities

Session 7

Sessions 1-6

Revisit

Armistice and Stab in the Back, Spartacist Uprising
Weimar Constitution, Treaty of Versailles, Kapp
Putsch, Occupation of the Ruhr

1. You are a nationalist living in Weimar Germany. Write a
sentence describing how you feel about all of the events
you have revised so far.
Armistice and Stab in the Back, Spartacist Uprising
Weimar Constitution, Treaty of Versailles, Kapp Putsch,
Occupation of the Ruhr

15 minutes
Session 7

Hyperinflation: What caused hyperinflation? What
were the consequences on the German population?

Learn & Practice
First World War, Treaty of Versailles, Reparations,
Occupation of the Ruhr, Middle class, debt, working
class, landowners, businessmen
45 minutes
Session 8

DO NOT GIVE YOUR NOTES ANY HEADINGS YET
Test yourself: Cut your pieces of A4 up into 8 boxes. Mix them
up. Get another piece of A4 and stick them down – causes
onto one side and consequences onto another. Give them
headings – so for example ‘Treaty of Versailles’ as a cause
‘Middle class lose savings’ as a consequence. Also try to
arrange them into long and short term causes and
consequences.
THEN – read over the model answer for the practice exam
question.
Highlight where it has:
• Used precise detail
• Linked back to the question about why there were
problems

Explain why there were economic
problems in the Weimar Republic
from 1919-1923. (12)
You may use
• Reparations
• French occupation of the Ruhr
You must also use information of your
own.
Finish the model answer.

Why was Gustav Stresemann so significant to the
survival of democratic Germany?

Helpful website: http://spartacuseducational.com/GERweimar.htm
1. Make flashcards with 3 pieces of precise support about
the each of the following Stresseman measures:
Rentenmark, Dawes Plan, Locarno Pact, League of Nations,
Kellogg Briand, Young Plan
2. On the back of the card list one positive and negative of
each measure
3. These measures helped German recovery in many ways.

Study Source H and Source I. How
useful are Source H and Source I for
an enquiry into the recovery of the
Weimar Republic between 1923 and
1929?
Explain your answer, using both
sources and your knowledge of the
historical context. (8)

10 minutes

Learn and Practice
Dawes Plan, Rentenmark, Young Plan, Locarno
Treaty, Kellogg-Briand Pact, League of Nations
1 Hour

How useful are Sources E and G for an
enquiry into the effects of
hyperinflation on Germany? Explain
your answer, using Sources E & G and
your own knowledge of the historical
context. (8)
15 minutes

A recap of the long term and short term causes and
consequences of hyperinflation.

Revisit

Session 8

1. On a piece of A4 paper, identify 4 causes of hyperinflation,
including at least one long term and one short term cause.
2. On another piece of paper, identify the consequences for
4 different groups of people. Your challenge is to think of
mixture of short and long term consequences.

Exam practice

Date Completed

Germany Key Question 1: Was the Weimar Republic doomed from the start?

Session

Content

Suggested Activities

Session 9

The Golden Years – The work of Stresemann

1. Make a mnemonic about Stresseman’s measures by using
his name:
GUSTAV STRESSMAN

Was 1924-1929 a ‘Golden Time’ for Germans? –
Changes to society

1. Read through the information about women, culture and
standards of living.
2. Give two examples of progress for workers and two
examples of progress for women
3. Now give two examples of lack of progress for workers
and two examples of lack of progress for women
4. Read through the information about the cultural changes
– list the ways in which these challenged the traditional
attitudes and values in Germany.
5. Now draw four boxes in the corners of a sheet of paper. In
each box put the following headings:
Changes in standards of living, Changes for women in politics,
changes for women at leisure, changes for women at work.
Draw lines between the boxes where there are links between
the changes. Label the lines to explain what the links are.

Revisit

Exam practice

10 minutes
Session 9
1 hour

Study Interpretations 1 and 2. They
give different views about the
attitudes towards women in Weimar
Germany.
What is the main difference between
these views? (4 marks)
To succeed at this question you must
decide how one interpretation is
different from the other. Be clear
about their difference. You must also
use specific quotations from both
interpretations to show how the
views differ.

Date Completed

Germany Key Question 1: Was the Weimar Republic doomed from the start?
Session

Content

Suggested Activities

Session 10
Revisit and Recap
15 minutes

The Golden Years: Was Germany thriving during
these years?

1. Card sort: Building on your knowledge from the last two
lessons, sort the pieces of information into a table like this
one:
Positives
Negatives
Economy
Political Stability
Foreign Relations
Culture
Women
Standards of Living

Culture, Foreign affairs, political stability, Economy,
Women, Standards of Living

2. Which area of the is most important for recovery?
3. Which of these 3 statements do you think best explains
Germany in 1929
i)
Germany had not recovered. There were too many
groups who did not benefit from the measures
introduced by Stresseman
ii) Germany did recover, but only short term. She was too
dependent on US loans to really be considered as stable
iii) Compared to the periods immediately before and
immediately after the ‘Golden Years’ , it is fair to say that
Germany had recovered.

Session 11
Learn and Practice

Munich Putsch: Why did Hitler attempt the Munich
Putsch, what happened, reasons it was a
success/failure

1 Hour

Hitler, Ludendorff, hyperinflation, army, support, SA,
arrest

1. So far you have revised: Stab in the Back, Spartacist
Uprising, Treaty of Versailles, Weimar Constitution, Kapp
Putsch, Occupation of the Ruhr and hyperinflation. List
them on a piece of lined paper, leaving two lines between
each one. Now explain how EACH one encouraged Hitler
to attempt a putsch on the Berlin government in 1923.
REMEMBER: Hitler was a nationalist!
2. Watch this 27 minute youtube clip from ‘Hitler Rise of
Evil’. Make notes as you watch.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5GzJlgzFQno

Exam practice

Date Completed

Germany Key Question 1: Was the Weimar Republic doomed from the start?
Session

Content

Suggested Activities

Session 11

Munich Putsch

1. Using the clip produce an 8 box storyboard of the MAIN events
of the Munich Putsch (8th and 9th November)

Munich Putsch: What were the
consequences? Was it a success or a failure for
the Nazis?

1. Using the clip and the card sort, make a list of the successes and
failures of the Putsch
2. Write a clinching argument explaining why the Putsch was not a
complete disaster for the Nazi Party

Exam practice

Revisit Session 10

Session 11
Learn & Practice

Trial, Prison, Mein Kampf, Reorganisation

Session 12
Revisit Session 1-9

Stab in the Back, Spartacist Uprising, Treaty
of Versailles, Weimar Constitution, Kapp
Putsch, Occupation of the Ruhr,
hyperinflation and the Munich Putsch

1. You have looked at 8 key events of the early Weimar Years: Stab in
the Back, Spartacist Uprising, Treaty of Versailles, Weimar
Constitution, Kapp Putsch, Occupation of the Ruhr, hyperinflation and
the Munich Putsch
Rank them in order of the threat that they posed to the Weimar
Republic. Linking them will help you to make a more convincing
decision.

Weimar Germany 1918-1929

1. Read through both interpretations. Identify what each of their
arguments are.
2. Draw a table. Split the columns into agree and disagree. Using
just your own knowledge, try to think of 6 pieces of precise detail
which agree with Interpretation 3 and 6 pieces of precise detail
which disagree with interpretation 3.

15 minutes

Session 12
Bringing it all together
20 minutes planning
20 minutes writing

1. How far do you agree with
Interpretation 3 about the extent
Germany had recovered from its
problems by 1929?
(16 marks) + 4 SPAG
1. State the view given in
interpretation 2 using
evidence from the
interpretation itself.
2. Agree with the view given in
interpretation 2 using your
own knowledge.
3. Disagree with the view given
in interpretation 2 using
evidence from interpretation

Date Completed

Resources

Session 2

Session 1

Session 2

Source A
From the papers of Jan Smuts, a South African
politician who visited Germany in 1918.

…mother-land of our civilisation (Germany) lies
in ruins, exhausted by the most terrible struggle
in history, with its peoples broke, starving,
despairing, from sheer nervous exhaustion,
mechanically struggling forward along the paths
of anarchy [disorder with no strong authority]
and war.

Source C

Session 4

Session 4
Source D
From a German newspaper, Deutsche Zeitung,
28 June 1919
Vengeance! German nation! Today in the Hall of
Mirrors [Versailles] the disgraceful treaty is
being signed. Do not forget it. The German
people will, with unceasing work, press forward
to reconquer the place among nations to which
it is entitled. Then will come vengeance for the
shame of 1919.

SOURCE B: A Spartacist poster from 1920s. The
Spartacist champion of the people slays the three
headed monster: the army, big business and
landowners – considered by the extreme left wing to
be oppressing the people.

Session 4
Feature of
Constitution

This system made sure that political parties
were allocated seats in the Reichstag in
proportion to the number of votes they got.
This made it fair.

The Weimar government had lots of enemies.
It wasn’t sensible to give the vote to those
who wished to destroy the new government

Each state was different and had its own
traditions. It was fair and democratic to let
them keep those traditions.

This man had far too much power. He could
turn into a dictator.

It was sensible to give the president this
power. It meant that there were measures in
place of there was an emergency.

This system meant that many parties won
small proportions of seats in the Reichstag.
This led to coalition governments who found it
hard to make decisions because they couldn’t
agree.

The President

This man had equal power with the president.
He could prevent the president from
becoming too powerful. He was also popular
with the Reichstag.

What is an emergency? What if the President
used this power when there wasn’t an
emergency. Who had the power to stop the
president using this whenever he felt like it?

Article 48

This man was necessary to keep control over
the government and look after the country in
a crisis.

The states could be hostile to the government
and try to overthrow it.

People’s Voting
rights

Giving all Germans the right to vote was truly
democratic and fair.

What if the President and the Reichstag
could not agree on who this man should be. He
could become unpopular with one of them.

Proportional
Representation

The Chancellor

What the States
could do

Session 6: ‘Make Germany Pay’

The Occupation of the Ruhr – can you explain the key words?
Germany’s Industrial
Heartland
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Limited armed forces
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Missed Reparations
Payment
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

All of Germany suffers
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Cruelty and Violence
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Passive Resistance
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Money is printed
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Nationalists are angry
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Dawes Plan
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Session 7
Source E

A cartoon published in Germant by leftwing magazine Simplicissimus in 1923. It
had the caption ‘Paper money’ at the top
and ‘Bread’ at the bottom

Source G

A German woman in 1923, burning
currency notes, which burn longer
than the amount of firewood they
can buy.

Session 8
Model Answer
One reason the Weimar Republic suffered from economic
problems was due to the reparations they were forced to
pay as a result of the Treaty of Versailles. In 1919,
Germany was forced to agree to pay £6.6billion as a
consequence for causing the First World War. The first
payment of £50million was made in 1921. However,
Germany had been crippled economically by the war and
was in no position to keep up with the reparation
payments. They had a national income of 1/3 of what it
had been in 1913 and the reparation payments made up
2% of their annual output. In 1922, Germany did not pay
their second reparations instalment. Ebert tried to
negotiate for more time, but the French ran out of
patience. The failure to pay reparations led to the French
and Belgian troops occupying the Ruhr and consequently
taking the money that was owed to them in the form of
raw materials and goods. This meant that Germany had
no goods to trade and instead, the government began to
print more money which led to hyperinflation.

Session 8
Source H

Source I
An extract from Stresemann’s
speech on Germany’s entry into
the League of Nations, 1926
….The League is the product of
the treaties of 1919. Many
disputes have arisen between
the League and Germany
because of these treaties. I hope
that our co-operation with the
League will make it easier in
future to discuss these questions.

A cartoon from the front of the German magazine
Kladderadatsch in 1926. The hands represent
Germany. The tombstone is labelled Treaty of
Versailles. The figures on the top represent Germany’s
wartime enemies.

Unemployment and unemployment insurance
Unemployment had been an early issue for the Weimar
Republic. In 1924, over 4% of the total possible
workforce was unemployed, yet their were gradual
improvements. By 1926 it had dropped to 2 million and in
1928 even further to 1.3 million.
Help for the unemployed improved, Weimar introduced
the Unemployment Insurance Act of 1927. This charged
16,400,000 workers 3% of their wage and in return the
government provided 60 marks per week in
unemployment and sickness benefit if they fell out of
work.
Work and Wages
For Germans in work, wages and working conditions
improved. The length of the working week shortened
from an average of 50 hours in 1925 to 46 hours in 1947.
Real wages (the value of goods that wages brought) rose
by 25% from 1925 to 1928.

Women in Politics
The SPD believed in giving women the right to vote
because of their war effort. In November 1918,the first
week of the new Republic, women were given the vote
and right to stand in elections.
Women took advantage of these rights, in the Weimar
elections the turnout of women voters was 90%. By
1932, 112 women had been elected to the Reichstag. In
1932, almost 10% of members were female.
The constitution also strengthen women's’ rights and
article 109 stated that marriage was an equal
partnership, women should be able to enter all
professions on an equal basis.

Housing
Housing improved under the Weimar Republic. By 1923
there was a shortage of one million homes in Germany.
In 1925, a 15% rent tax was introduced to fund building
associations. From 1925 to 1929, private companies built
37,000 new homes, while the new building associations
built 64, 000 homes. One association alone, GEHAG, built
almost 10,000 new houses in Berlin.

Session 9
Changes to Standards of Living and Women

There was still a housing shortage but it had eased by
1928.
Other Improvements
War Veterans were offered help. Under the 1920 Reich
Pension Law, pensions were paid throughout the 1920s to
750,000 war veterans, 400,000 war widows and 200,000
parents of dead servicemen.
Education improved. Before the First World War only
70,000 students went to Universities by 1928 this had
increased to 110,000.
Women at Work
During the First World War women performing male
dominated jobs increased and by 1918 75% of women
were working.
Under Weimar the lives of women returned to the way
they had been pre-war. By 1925 only 36% of women were
in work and were not treated equally, despite Article 109.
Women were paid on average 33% less than men, few
women entered high-status professions, by 1933 there
were only 36 females judges in the whole of Germany.
There were some positive changes, more part time jobs
were available for women in shops and offices and in
education and medicine women could progress, e.g.
female doctors rose from 2,500 and 5,00 between 1925
and 1932.

Women at leisure
For young, unmarried women living in the
cities, job opportunities brought
independence and were referred to a
‘new women’.
These ‘new women’ brought more clothes
which were more revealing, had short
hair, wore more make-up and jewellery.
They drunk and smoked more and went
out unaccompanied.

Society Divided
Some women felt liberated by the new
opportunities, where others found the
change scary. Some men accepted the
changing role whilst others saw this as a
threat to the role of men.
Traditionalists (including clergy)
complained that women should focus on
being mothers. Some people even blamed
the economic problems on women
upsetting the workplace.

Session 9

Session 9
Changes to Culture
Architecture
The Bauhaus movement was a design college
set up in Berlin. Bauhaus architects rejected
traditional styles and created new and exciting
buildings. They produced designs for houses,
shops, art galleries and factories. Erich
Mandelson was asked to design the Einstein
Tower and observatory in Potsdam – it was a
futuristic tower which looks like a rocket. It
was unlike anything seen before.

Interpretation 1
Cinema
Films had become popular in the 1920s all over
the world. German films were very original.
The Cabinet of Dr Caligari was one of the first
horror films across the world. One of
Germany’s greatest stars was Marlene Dietrich,
and their most celebrated director was Fritz
Lang. The Weimar government funded films
through an agency called UFA.

The first Bauhaus exhibition attracted 15,000
visitors.

Germany’s first sound film was made in 1930
and by 1932 there were 3,800 German
cinemas showing films with sound.

Art
In art new movements appeared including
expressionism, modernism and objectivism.
These encouraged painters to create pictures
focused on feelings, the future and the
realities of life. Otto Dix often painted scenes
from German life which were very critical of
German society.
Economic recovery after 1924 created wealth
for Weimar to fund the Arts. The government
gave grants to support art galleries and
libraries.

Berlin
After 1924 Berlin became famous for dancing
and liberated night life. Going to clubs was a
major pastime, In 1927 there were 900 dance
bands in Berlin alone.
Under the Kaiser there had been censorship,
but Weimar removed these restrictions.
Performers started to sing songs criticising
political leaders.
In many villages and country towns, the
culture of the cities seemed to represent a
moral decline.

From an article on women in Weimar Germany, written
by Rudiger Grafin in 2009.
Because of women’s improved position in the workforce
and their newly acquired rights as citizens…women
themselves seem to have
changed…Magazines…presented a new generation of
women that differed fundamentally from their mothers.

Interpretation 2
From Weimar and Nazi Germany, by Stephen Lee
published in 1996
The 1920s saw a huge cultural revival in Germany.
Indeed, these years have been seen as the greatest
period of experimentation in the whole of Germany’s
history. As things settled down politically, writers and
artists had more of a chance to try out new ideas. The
results were impressive and spread across all areas of the
Arts.

Session 10: Golden Years

Session 10: Golden Years

Session 11: Munich Putsch aftermath
16 Nazis died

Hitler was betrayed and
reported to the police by von
Kahr, which showed that he
did not have enough support

Hitler wrote Mein Kampf in
prison, which sold millions of
copies and made him a
millionaire

The 16 dead Nazis were
portrayed by some as
martyrs

The Nazi party was banned
for the next 3 years.

The initial support of army
leader Ludendorff meant
that Hitler grabbed the
attention of the German
army

Hitler cowardly fled from
the failing rebellion with a
dislocated shoulder

Whilst in prison, Hitler decided
that he would reorganise the
Party. He went on to introduce
the ‘Gauleiter’ system, meaning
that the Nazis were now a
national party.

As long as he was imprisoned,
Hitler was no longer a visible
leader of his party

The trial generated huge
amounts of publicity and was
reported in many national
newspapers

Hitler won the respect of
many right-wing nationalists
for having the courage to act

Hitler was charged with
treason

The failed rebellion made
some upper-class nationalists
see the Nazis as a common,
low-class mob

The lenience of the judges
demonstrated that Hitler
had the support of important
figures in the legal system

The failure of the putsch
was seen by some as an
embarrassment for the Nazi
party

Hitler learned that he needed to
have complete control over the
party to guarantee its success.
The ‘Fuhrerprincip’

The putsch forced Hitler to
rethink his political strategy,
aiming to win power through
votes rather than violence

The Reichswehr (army had not
supported the Putsch.

Hitler was given his own room
in Landsberg Castle with a
secretary, and was allowed
visitors whenever he wanted

Hitler was only sentenced to
5 years, and only served 9
months

‘We will have to hold our
noses and enter the stinking
Reichstag’

Session 12: Bringing it all together. Practice exam question 16 marks
Interpretation 3

Interpretation 4

From a history textbook for schools, published in Britain
in 2015.
As the economy improved, so social conditions stabilised
and political violence died down. Between 1924 and 1929
there were no major political figures were assassinated.
The Weimer government had been in power for long for
many people to accept that it was now the political
system in Germany…Stresemann’s influence was vital to
this.

From the History Teachers’ Association Modern History
Guide, published in 2007.
Working people actually improved their situation with
better real wages, unemployment insurance and lower
working hours. What this did, however, was to alienate
other groups such as big business, who resented their
loss of power and profit, and the lower middle class, who
saw their own position threatened by a system which
seemed to favour the working class.

